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5524 48 Street Fort Nelson British Columbia
$249,000

The ONE you've been waiting for! A solid, updated 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom home on a finished concrete

basement, newer roof and oversized lot on a great street- the perfect place to call home! The kitchen boasts

incredible upgrades beautiful chestnut cabinets with anti-slam, modern counters, tile and appliances. The sink

overlooks the 18.5' X 10' deck and huge yard where there are fruit trees and raised garden beds. The main

bathroom gleams with deep tub, dual shower heads and double sinks .... add big windows, double detached

garage, massive driveway and all in a gentle loving neighborhood .... and winner, winner, we have a WINNER!!

(id:6769)

Family room 22 ft X 18 ft

Storage 9 ft X 9 ft

Bedroom 4 11 ft ,6 in X 10 ft ,9 in

Laundry room 11 ft X 10 ft ,1 in

Living room 11 ft ,7 in X 17 ft ,2 in

Kitchen 11 ft ,1 in X 11 ft ,8 in

Dining room 11 ft ,1 in X 7 ft

Primary Bedroom 11 ft ,9 in X 11 ft ,5 in

Bedroom 2 11 ft ,5 in X 9 ft ,5 in

Bedroom 3 11 ft ,5 in X 8 ft
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